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ABSTRACT

Very little is done with the elementary theater programs in
the North Dakota school systems.

To test the feasibility and a c 

ceptability of a dramatic production designed for grades one through
six, Aurand Harris' Androcles and the Lion was chosen, designed and
directed for a tour production.

The p ay was presented in eight

northeastern North Dakota schools to a total audience numbering over
two thousand students.
To determine a response of the acceptability to such a produc
tion a pre- and post-one shot Likert design survey was implemented
and results were analyzed.
Surveys'show that the production was well received and that
teachers responded favorably to the time spent in the classroom pre
paring their students for the production and the time spent viewing
the play.

Survey results also show that school administrators re

acted favorably to such a production and that there is a possibility
for funding for productions if such activities ore planned well
enough in advance.

CHAP fER 1
INTRODUCTION

As an instructor within North Dakota's rural education system,
it has been inv observation that the s c h o o l ’s governing foundation,
the school board and administration, have strong commitments to the
student's educational growth for survival after graduation, but
limited commitment to a fine arts or drama program, especially with
in the elementary system.
Reasons for this lack of encouragement could be many, includ
ing the generations old "need of survival" dogmatism that eliminates
any unnecessary "frills" within the educational process, the limited
funding support for dramatic experiences within the system, and the
limited dramatic training of most elementary instructors.

It must

be noted though that few high schools eliminate the dramatics pro
duction from their extra curriculum schedule in times of budget cuts
mainly because, it is a duty that is often underpaid, if paid at all,
added to the assignments of an English teacher, and it is frequently
a high school class money-making project.

The elementary education

student, however, is infrequently exposed to any dramatic production
A survey sent to participating elementary teachers, following:
a four production of A n d r a d e s and the L i o n , showed that, the m a j o r ,
of the audience- members saw between one a n d .three product;! ons-. per:

2
year.

These shows were customarily "in school" productions, cr pre

sentations that another class had developed and then invited younger
classes to observe.
Donna Evanson,

xecut.ive Director of the North Dakota Council

on the Arts, wrote thet in 1979 five organizations had activities
1

that were presented in state schools.

The'e groups were:

the North

Dakota Dance Consort (Grand Forks), the North Dakota Dance Bank
(Fargo), the Community Arts, Inc. (Fargj-Moorhead), the Performing
Arts Repertory of New York and the University of North Dakota Tour
ing Company (Grand Forks).

Three of those groups were dramatic en

deavors, but only one of them was designed to perforin especially for
an elementary audience.
It must be mentioned that Evanson wrote that "in addition to
the performing groups listed above, the Council administered the
Artist-in-Schools programs, which places artists in elementary and
secondary schools for residencies of one day to nine months" (Evan
son

1980).
To test the hypothesis that if dramatic activity is provided

for with care and preparation, teachers and administrators would feel
more positive about the value of dramatic productions, a five day,
eight performance tour to selected area elementary schools was de
signed and implemented.
Awrand Harris' script Androcles and the Lion w. s chosen for
the tour for several reasons:

the plot line is familiar to elemen

tary school- students because it is often printed in reading texts;
..
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Children s

theatre:

A Philosophy and a Method, called Harris the

"foremost children's playwright," and stated that the script "empha
sizes the vai.^s of freedom and friendship won by kindnes;" (Goldberg
1974, pp. 213-214)— the small cast and potential ly easy set were
conducive to touring.
Finally, a Likert designed survey to measure attitudes to
wards children’s theater presentations and teacher's observations and
reactions to a specific production was collected following the tour.
This study of a children's theater production tour for grades one
through six in the northeastern section of North Dakota considers
tour and production, the script, and the audiences in this order:
Chapter I presents the availability of cheater for elementary schools
in North Dakota; Chapter II is an analysis of Androcles and the Lion;
Chapter III describes the tour of \nd:-peles and the Lion ; Chapter
IV looks at the results of the audience evaluations and Chapter V
concludes with an overall evaluation of the tour.

CHAPTER JI
THE PLAY
Moses Goldberg, in his chapter on "Directing for Children's
Theater," said that, "the director in children's theater carries the
major responsibi1 ity for communicating with the audience."

He ex

plained his directing guidelines in the following v/ay:

Nearly all of the real differences between the artistic pri auction of a play for adults and the artistic production of
a play for children can be discussed by examining seven
directorial concepts. These seven expects will be analyzed
under the headings of emotional truth, visualization,
variety, multi-age considerations, casting and identifi
cation, audience participation and theatrical magic (Gold
berg 1974, p. 138).
I will analyze the Androcles and the Lien scrip*- by using these
aspects and will supplement with Francis Hodge's method of analysis
to further break down and concentrate on the particular units of
character analysis and rhythmic patterns.

Hodge provided a supple

ment to Goldberg through his more extensive and detailed guide that
provides the director with a better understanding of the character,
ie provided more motivation for actions expanding rather than con
densing a character's projected emotional range thus increasing the
director's choices for blocking movements.
finally, this discussion of the approach to script examines
the actual rchearsa

process and schedule.

Character’sties and Emotional Truths
The play opens with a young Commedia actress, who welcomes
the audience.

She explains that the actors are a group of strolling

players who have come to perform Androcle; and the Lion.

Next, the

actors come out and are introduced by the young actress who in turn
points out each actor's most prominent traits.

Actually, Androcles

and the Lion is a play within a play.
Androcles, the slave of a miserly Roman merchant, wants to be a
free man, but he doesn't get much time to think about it

for he is

forced to do the bidding of Pantalone, his master, and Pantalone's
niece, Isabella.

One day, while Androcles is rushing to obey his

master, he discovers that Isabella is in love with a young man named
Lelio.

Androcles watches as Lelio asks for Isabella’s hand in mar

riage and her dowry of gold.

Upon finding out about the lovers,

Pantalone is outraged by the thought of giving Isabella her rightful
dowry

which he has begun to think of as his own.

ha refuses to

let the lovers marry and hires the Captain to assure that they don't
sneak away.
Discovering that Isabella is being kept a prisoner, Androcles
cleverly tricks the Captain so that she may escape with Lelio.
Elated with success, the lovers run into the woods
geld.

forgetting the

Androcles tries to follow the young lovers tc give them their

gold, but soon finds that not only is he lost
sidered a runaway slave.

but he is now con

Hie punishment for a runaway slave, as he

remembers « is to be thrown into an arena and e a te n by a wild beast.
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Running into a cave to hide from the pursuing Captain and Pantalone,
Androcles finds himself face to face with a lion.
The two begin to wrestle and just, as Androcles is about to be
clawed, the Lion gets a thorn stuck in his paw.

Androcles starts

to run away, but when he hears the painful sobbing of the Lion, he
realizes that he should stay and help the injured animal.

Fear

fully, he approaches the Lion and tentatively tries to help.

The

Lion realizes that he means no harm and allows Androcles to remove
the thorn.
Androcles and the Lion become good friends and to show his
gratitude, the Lion goes to find food for the hungry slave.

While he

is gone, the Captain and Pantalone capture Androcles and drag him
back to Rome.

Hearing his cries for help, the Lion follows in hope

of helping his new friend

but he too is captured and taken to Rome.

For punishment as a runaway slave, Androcles is thrown into
the arena to be devoured by a wild beast.

‘He waits in terror as the

beast is released, but as the Lion is ready to strike, he recognizes
the slave and the two dance for joy in their reunion.
as the Emperor decrees the following:

The story ends

Androcles and the Lion are

set free, Isabella and Leiio are allowed to marry, Pantalone must
pay twenty pieces of gold to Androcles and is ordered to give Isabella
her dowry and the Captain is sen* l. fight in a far away land where
only the "bravest" survive.
AH

of the production's characters, except for the Lion, are

drawn from the Commedia deli 'arte format.

Historians do not know

when tiv- Comined ia del l 'arte came into being,

ihe firs t clear record-'-

are found in Italy soon after l‘:50, but the foni: may have existed
long before that (Herrick 1960, p. 211).

By 1600 it had spread

throughout Europe and remained a popular form of entertainment until
1750.
The two fundamental characteristics of Commedia dell

'arte were

its base’s in improvisation and its use of stock cnaracters.

The ac

tors worked from a plot outline from which they improvised dialogue
and action.

Every troupe had its own set of fixed characters., each

with a name trait that set these off from a similar character.

Each

performer chose a character and for the rest of his career he played
the same role with its fixed traits and costume.
3ecause the nature of the Commedia involves the actoi taking
on the characteristic of one "stock character," a director then faces
the problem of developing that character beyond the few basic emo
tions that character represents.
Goldberg talked about cardboard characters, or characters that
have limited "emotional truths":
By giving the character "cardboard" emotions, we tell the
child only one thing; this is a puppet, not a person; he
has no emotions, therefore he cannot be accepted as real,
and therefore, although we may laugh at him, he is not
someone from whom we can learn (Goldberg, p. 139).
In Andrucles and the Lion all of the characters, again with the
exception of the Lion, can be classified as stock characters.
lone and Captain are the villains and fools of the play.

Panta-

Both have

been endowed by the playwright with the exaggerated characteristics
of greed and self-importance.

The young lovers, Isabella and Lelio,

are concerned about themselves and ti.eir plans for a marriage.
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although they do take on :n added dimension when they decide to take
action to save Androcit'1;.
The two characters who aren't one dimensional are Androcles-who is the slave--and tne Lion.

The slave, who was 01 finally called

the Harlequin or the zanni, is primarily con.e 'ned with gaining his
freedom and his actions, many of which are outrageously funny or
gross, are directed tewards this one goal.

Aurand Harris developed

the same concerns for freedom in Androcles, but he also adds more
depth to the character by including the emotions of gentleness, con
cern for other people and the willingness to sacrifice his own life
for the welfare of others.
The Lion, the only non-human and non-Commedia character, has
characteristics of all of the other human beings.

He is the "king"

and has the same sense of bravery that the Capitano his.

It is true

that the Lion's bravery is more securely founded than the Captain's,
but. both characters let their egos guide them.

The Lion also shows

fear, something all of the characters exhibit at one time or the
other.

Once Androcles befriends the Lion, the Lion guards and pro

tects that friendship in the same manner that Pantalone guards his
gold.

The Lion has love for Androcles, but it is a truer iove than

the Lovers' infatuations, oecause it is not blind.
In order to take a closer look at the abo'(e characters, a more
complete character analysis is included according to Hodge's outline
fo*' play analysis.
under the headlines:

In this procedure, earch character is treated
desire, will, moral stance, decorum, and a

summary list of adjectives.

Then, each character is looked at for

9
initial character-mood-intensity found at t.ne opening scene, using
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heartbeat, perspiration, stomach muscle and breathing as headings
(see Figure 1).
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ments were provided by each of the schools where the tour performed,
so the size of the acting area was established

All blocking was

done prime ily for a proscenium arch setting with the set and action
pulled downstage as much as possible because of the uncertainty .of
audience distance from the stage.
"The visual impressions the child receives dominate the words
ot the play," stated Goldberg (Goldberg 1974., p. 140). Realizing that
child's reliance on believing in what they can see, the visualization
must be emphasized on two levels, the technical and the directorial.
Th';s part of the discussion primarily ckals with the visual direc
torial concept
Harris carefully composed his play so that all of the action
takes place on stage in sight of the audience.

i

The visual emphasis

of the production tried to balance the actors' actions between realis
tic movements and mimed, imaginary actions.

For instance, we, the

audience, could not see an act'.n.l horse being brought in ■for Tsa
I

bell a's escape scene in Act One, but Andror les pantomir.es bringing
one in, and as long as the actor believes he is holdina the reir.s in

Characters

Androcles

Lion

Pantalone

Captain

Isabella

Lelio

Desire

to be free

to stay free

to have more
gold

to be the
most hand
some,
bravest and
intel1igent
soldier in
all the land

to have
Lelio

to have
Isabel la

win

dedicated,
serves wel1,
dedication
to Isabella
stronger
than
Pantalone

strong,
king of the
beasts.
Brave but
does show
fear

guided by
blind ambi
tion, the
greed for
gold

lives
through his
own self
deceit

wants to
be with
Lelio

wants to
oe with
Isabella

Moral
Stance

friendship
important

friendship
independence
important

greedy-wi11ing to
do anything,
for safety
of gold

braggart
overzealous

guided by
love

guided by
love

Deco runs

realized
position in
society but
longs for
better

knows he's
the king
of his
society

her position
controlled
by love

his position
guided by
love

Adjectives

faithful
loyal
brave

forceful
powerful
brave

concerned
over
confident
with his
about self
wealth, not
his posi
tion in
society
*'.**.! >. '' :
bragging
greedy
conceited
ri ch
miserly
afraid

beautiful
lovely
longing

noble
love lust
longing

Characters

Androcles

Lion

Pant.alone

Captain

Isabella

Lei io

heartbeat

fast

strong/
steady

rapid

robust

fluttering

fluttering

perspiration

sweaty

cool

clammy

none

ooze

ooze

stomach

tight

control

nervous

taunt

skipping

skipping

muscle

tight

tight,
sleek, but
controlled

tight

rigid

relaxed

relaxed

breathing

exhausted

steady

labored

controlled

deep
sighing

deep
sighing
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his hands and that Isabella believes she is mounting a horse to ride
off, tlv i this convention is accepted by the audience.
In Act Two, in the arena scene when the cast is being pre
sented to the Emperor, there is no Emperor, or royal box, but the
"imaginary" royalty was played to down stage left.

Because the players

directed their attention to a specific area the audience could see,
the audience members tried "to sec the royalty."

Again, the conven

tion of imagining, and thus, seeing the royalty was quickly accepted.
Variety
Goldberg stated that a child under the age of ten or eleven has
a shorter attention span and that new stimulation should be presented
through the unifying of disparate elements (a technique known as syn
thetical ism, developed by the Soviet director (Korogotsky) (Goldberg
1974, p. 143).

These elements include:

acrobatics, jggling and music.

song, dance, mime, puppetry,

Of the above, song (performed by

the Lion, Androcles and the Young Lovers), mime (performed at differ
ent timps by the who’s cast), and music (at the entrance of all of
the cast members and background accornea":ment for various scenes)
were added to the blocking called for by the script.
Because rhythm i,s important in addirg variety, Hodge's method
of breaking down the script in units and in summation of action was
used.

Thus, potential problem areas, that because of l<-ck of change,

could cause a decrease in the audience's attention span were iden
tified.

A unit analysis of Androcles and the Lion follows (see

Figure 2).
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A Unit Analysis of Androcles and the Lion
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Unit

Title

Summary of Action

Speed

Mood

I (9-11)

Introduction to
PI ay/Wei come

Prologue sets location,
introduces characters,
starts play

medium

light,
festival

II (12)

Androcles' Song

Androcles talks of his
master and his wish for
freedom

slow and
rhythmi c

sad,
wisnful

III (13-15)

Pantalone's Order

Pantalone orders
Androcles to collect his
bills

fast

stern

IV (13-14)

The Love Letters

The exchange of letters
between Lslio and Isabella

medium
going into
fast

silly

V (14-15)

Lelio's Request

fast

tense

VI

Pantalone's Refusal

VII

Pantalone-Lel ioAndrocles Struggle

Lelio asks Pantalone for
Isabella's hand in
marriage, Pantalone re
fused, Androcles offers
suggestion

VIII (15-16)

Androcles' Tale &
Wish

Androcles tells of his
past, his capture and
his desire to be free

med iurn

narrative

IX (16-18)

The Captain Enters

Pantalone gives Captain
orders to guard Isabella

medium

Imprisoned

X

The Captain Attempts
to Impress
Androcles and
Isabella1s Trick

The Captain tries to impress
Isabella, she rejects him,
Androcles and Isabel'*a
trick the Captain and
escape

slow to
medium to
fast

air of mischieviousness
to hot sweltei
ing stillness

'

XI

(18-23)

Unit

Title

Summary of Action

Speed

Mood

XII (23-25)

The Discovery

Pantalone finds Isabella
gone--goes to find her

medium to
fast

amusement
shifting to
anger

VIII (25)

The Gold By The Wall

Isabella and Androcles find
the buried dowry

slow

mysterious

Pantalone and Captain know
the gold is gone: pursue
Isabella and Androcles

slow to
fast

frantic

VIV (26)

The Gold Is Gone,
. The Chase Is On

XV (27)'

The Forest

All actors are now in the
forest with the chaos
centering around Androcles

slow

XVI (28)

The King

Lion enters and commands the
animals of the forest to
let him sleep

largo

awed

XVII (29)

Androcles Hides

fast

fear

XVIII (30)

Captain/Pantalone
In Pursuit

Androcles hears the Captain
and his master in pursuit
and hides in the cave

XIX (30-34)

Lion/Androcles

The confrontation between
Lion and Androcles.
Androcles helps Lion,
friendship begins

slow to
medium,
fast to
medium

fear that
changes to
hesitation
joy

Unit

Title

Summary of Action

Speed

Mood

XX (35-39)

The Captain-Pantalone
Catch Each Other
The Second Lion

slow
rhythmic to
medium to
fast

anticioation

XXI
XXII
XXIII
XXIV

The Third Lion
Androcle's Capture
Cry For Help

The Captain and Pantalone
capture each other, try to
trick Androcles; he tricks
them, but they eventually
capture him and take him
back to Rome. The Lion
hears the call for help and
he goes to the rescue

XXV (41-43)

The Young Lovers

Isabella and Lelio Return
looking for Androcles.
The Lion discovers them,
they discover the Lion and
flee

slow to
medium to
rhythmic to
fast

light,
romantic

XXVI (43)

Back in Rome

S 1ow

tense.
fearful

XXVII (43-44)

The Lovers in
Di sguise

The Lovers return to Rome,
talK to the Captain and learn
that Androcles is to fight
a wild beast at the Arena

XXVIII (45-47)

At the Arena

Captain and Pantalone bring
Androcles before the Emperor

med iurn

tense

XXIX (47-48)

The Enraged Lion

The Lion has been captured
and is enraged, indrocles
and the Lion rediscover
each other

steady,
tense paceto fast
to medium

rage
surprise

XXX (48-49)

Androcle's Revenge

The Lion turns on the
Captain and Pantalone

medium to
fast

excitement
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Unit
XXXI (49-50)

.
The Emperors' Message

XXXII (51)

Farewell

— -- - — ■— ■ —- '

-- -

The Emperor makes PantaTone
pay money to Androcles,
the Lovers; sends the Captain
away; approves of the Lovers'
marriage and frees both the
Lion and Androcles
Prologue ends the play,
all characters become actors
and leave
-_ -.

Speed

Mood

medium
to fast

happy

•-medium
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festival
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Multi-Age Considerations
Because the Androcles and the Lion story is so clearly developed
with stereotypes, and good and bad are so clearly defined, the play
best fits age groups of second and third grades.

Since all schools

could not be limited to that level, we accepted audiences through the
sixth grade.
The most responsive audience was in Rugby with second, third,
and fourth graders in the audience; although when the principal of
the Langdon school included grades K through eight to our perfor
mance, we had a completely attentive audience.

The success with such

varied age levels is probably the lack of theatrical performances
these schools receive and the novelty of•the Commedia rtyle of this
particular play.
Casting and Identification
At tryouts there was an initial response of eighteen people,
six men and twelve women.

The script calls for six characters, four

men, one woman .and the Lion.

I expanded the number of characters

by splitting the Lion-Prologue role.
two of the male readers were rejected.

Because of schedule conflicts,
One male was left that could

convincingly play Androcles, which left no choice for the male lover.
When the remaining man read opposite the female lover, they were
seen as compatible and he was cast in that rcle.

Two of the female

eaders, after having read in a sincere and convincing manner, were
called on to fill the roles of Androcles and the Lion.
o

To cast fe-

males in these roles would be in contrast to an image the children
usually have.

As Goldberg stated, however, "One factor that
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attrai cs children to a particular inode! is probably the model's en
ergy level" (Goldberg 1974, p. 148).

Both of these women created a

high believable energy level-and dynamic stage presence, so it was
the director's belief that a child's confusion could be kept to a
minimum.
It was also important for the children to understand that
Androcles and the Lion was being presented in a specific genre and
the characters were representative of basic human characteristics;
therefore, a study guide was prepared to aid the teacher in incor
porating this play in pre-production classroom activities.

Because

the story Androcles and the Lion can be found in book form and is
printed in some young reader's school texts, the study guide also
,

served as a preparation for the children to let them know that what
they were going to see was a different version nf a familiar story.
This study guide i: examined in detail in Chapter III.
rtuJie. e Participation
be

children's plays, such as The Mirror Man or Vasal is ,

call for d

-t audience response and participation.

tion • .curr

.

This participa

a character goes to the audience and makes a request

for specific resi

e.

There can also be indirect audience par-

ticipfuion when members of the audience react to some action in a
volunteer m^n.’.oi without prompting from the actor.
The script Androcles and the_Lion calls for direct audience
response one time.
appeared.

The Lion returns to find that Androcles has dis

He then turns to the audience and asks for their assis-

stance in finding Androcles:
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Oh, roar and say
Shout out without delay
Which way, which way, which way?
Oh, roar me a clue,
Roar me a two.
I have to know
Which way to go before I start (Harris 1964, p. 39).
Every time this scene was performed the audience reacted by pointing
out the direction that Pantalone, Captail and Androcles had left the
stage.
The second audience participation activity was added in Act
two.

This participation activity was blocked into this section of

the script primarily because there was no intermission scheduled into
the production and Act Two, Scene One, Unit twenty-five starts with a
lengthy romantic scene between the Young Overs that includes dialogue,
song and dance.

To relieve some of the silence that would build up

in a young audience watching the play with no intermission and to
facilitate a scene change, it was the director's decision to have
the Young Lovers and the Lion chase scene take place in the audience.
This action gave the children a chance to move, to be verbal, and
to become involved in the action so that once the actors returned
to the acting area, the children's attention could continue
throughout the remaining action of the play.
Theatrical Magic
Goldberg wrote about limitations in using theatrical magic:
Like all devices, theatrical effects must serve the purpose
of directorial concept of the production, or the artistic
unity of the play is ruined. The second caution is that we
must not forget that one of the purposes of art is to stimu
late the creativity of the spectator. By always being
more creative than the child's wildest imagination, we
dampen that same imagination before it can be expressed.
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Children enjoy using their own minds to create scenery,
-costumes, and effects, with only the director's suggestive
powers to give them a framework to fill in (Goldberg, p.
151).
The practical consideration for this production was to design
end develop a show that would be feasible to tour into elementary
school audiences.

Although the script does not call for extraordi

nary theatrical effects, the set was designed to visually appeal to
a young audience, yet allow them to use their own imaginations to
fill in and expand the framework.

The result was an easily movable

set painted to represent a street in Rome, two lovers1 homes and a
forest.

By using a bare frame rather than painted drops an arena

was conveyed.

The children saw the outsides of the homes, but had

to imagine the interiors.

The children saw the tops of the trees but.

had to supply the details about the rest of the forest.. The children
saw the frame of the cage where the Lion was being kept but then had
to mentally fill in the bars and the crowds at the arena.

(A more

complete description of the set is discussed in Chapter III.)

The

show contained no "theatrical magic" as someone disappearing in a
puff of smoke or flying off stage, but the potential for that magic
existed in each child's mind.
Rehearsal Process and Schedule
The first read-through for the whole cast was held March 29,
1979.

There were forty-six days from this rehearsal to the first

performance in Carrington, North Dakota.

One week of this period

was lost because of a flood that resulted in cancellation of classes,
however, that time was spent on set and costume construction.

From April 2 to April 21 blocking rehearsals were held, with
only portions of the c ist present who were involved in a particular
scene.

At least one rei tarsal a week was held for the whole cast,

so that the cast could go through group exercises together and run
through portion, of the script that had been blocked.

By April 21

the majority of the script had been blocked and the whole cast was
present for complete run-throughs.
Each rehearsal time was broken into three sections:

warm-up
*
exercises, blocking, and eventually, run-throughs and individual
coaching.

.

There was special emphasis on physical warm-ups because

of the demanding nature of the tour.

Cast members were expected to

set up and take down the set, in some instances as many as four
times in one day.
days.

In addition they performed eight shows in f-’ve

Very few cast members, furthermore, had had prior experience

with a tour.
Once actors started to understand their characters, movement
exercises were incorporated into the program to allow the actor to
experiment with various movements and styles in relationship to
his/her character.
Blocking rehearsals were dene in sections with the schedules
made up to utilize the actor as much as possible during the allotted
time.

Androcles, however, was at almost all the rehearsals since he

was in almost every scene.
Running rehearsals were about three hours long unzil May 7,
wnen technical run-throughs were rehearsed.
were held Friday, May 11, and Sunday, May 13.

Final dress rehearsals
The first performance
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was in Carrington on May 14.

Two performances, each at a different

school, were held the next day in Devils Lake.

A performance was

held on the third morning in Rugby and later that afternoon in Bot
tineau.

One performance was held in Langdon on the fourth day and

two performances were held the fifth day in Grand Forks, one in the
morning at the Kelly Elementary School and the second in the after
noon at the Grand Forks Air Force Base Eielson.

After the final
«
performance, the van was brought b„.:k to. Burtness Theater and the
set, costumes and props were unloaded and stored.

CHAPTER III
THE TOUR AND PRODUCTION CONSIDERATIONS
Scheduling
The initial contact with the elementary school in northeastern
North Dakota was in October of 1978.

At that time a survey was sent

to the school's principals questioning the availability of children's
theatre to the elementary students.
return the forms to me by October 31.

Tne principals were requested to
A duplicate survey was sent

a second time in ’larch of 1979 to the school that had not responded
to the initial mailing and this form was asked to be returned by
April 2 . An analysis of that survey will be found in Chapter IV and
a copy of the survey is found in Appendix A.
Using deciding factors such as potential audience size, finan
cial capabilities, set design, technical requirements, ano geographi
cal location, Carrington, Devils Lake, Rugby, Bottineau, Langdon and
Grand Forks school systems were chosen for cour sites.

Between

March 2 and April 2, 1979, the five schools were contacted and ques
tioned about the feasibility of sponsoring a touring production of
Androcles and the Lion.
Each school system was informed that the performance fee was
$100, and that the school would be responsible for furnishing the
director with specific information that war needed for the tour and
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that the elementary teachers would take part In a post-producfion
survey.

All administrators contacted agreed to these conditions.

On April 3, the five schools were contacted by letter reiter
ating the information discussed on the phone interviews, including
fees, available matching funds, and requesting information pertain
ing to the school's staging facilities and electrical systems.
A notice was given to the administrator that the director would
be contacting the school by phone later in April and that a final
itinerary form and study yuide would be sent to the school by the
end of Apri1.
Because of complications brought upon by the flood, final contacts prior to the tour were not completed until May 3.

•%
At that time,

a memorandum was sent to the elementary principals of Carrington,
Devils Lake, Rugby, Bottineau, LuPodon, and Grand corks that stated
the schedule, the performance times and in'luded tie study guides.
Study Guides
The tour "package" included a study guide that was to be dis
tributed to the participating classroom teachers and a post-production
survey that w’as to be completed by the teachers after attend.ng the
production wit, their students.
The study guide, prepared by the director and assistant direc
tor, was to

assist in the preparation of the students for a dramatic

experience and to suggest bot^ pre- and nost-production activities
that could be incorporated into the classroom curriculum.
The format was divided into four sections:

a program of the

production; an outline of the plot or the story of the play;

2.1

historical information concerning the style of format of the play;
and suggested activities that could be used in the classroom.

A

copy of the study guide is included in Appendix B.
Posign and Technical Requirement
Although the requirements of the play and audience members were
considered in the oasic design of the production's set, time and man
power were two additional important factors.
three different locations:

The script calls for

a street in Rome with the Lovers' home in

the background, the forest, and the arena.
Because the tour group included only eleven people, seven of
whom were cast members, a complex and heavy set would have been im
possible to manage.

The tour was also designed to perform twice a

day in different locations, so not only efficiency, but durability
was essential.
Incorporating script needs, efficiency, and durability, the
set was constructed of a framework of plastic plumber's piping and
dyed quilted muslin.

The pipes fit together much as children's tin

ker toy sculpture does and the drops were attached to the framework
by a hook and eye system.
The set at the start of the play has to depict the two house
fronts separated by a street.

The drops with quilted heart-shaped

windows provided the framework that were the openings to the home's
interiors.
windows.

All action inside the homes was seen through these
All other action for the first scene was played downstage

of the framework.
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The second scene, the forest scene, required that the front
drops be removed from the framework and that short drops depicting
treetops replace them.

The back of the frame had a floor length

drop that depicted the entrance to the Lion's cave, with a functional
opening that allowed characters to enter and exit.
The third scene called for all drops to be removed, and the
bare frame depicted the arena.
Lighting specifications were keot to a minimum.

Two light trees

were placed in the house and a combination of fresnel and ellipsoidal
lights were used.

Natural lighting gels were used except for one

red gel special effect during the scene where the Captain is deceived
by Isabella and Androcles.

The portable lighting board was connected

to the school's electrical system.
There was no recorded sound equipment used.

All sound effects

were performed by the actors, either on stage in front of the audi
ence or bacKstage of the framework.
With the exception of the Lion's costume, which was especially
designed and built, costumes for the production were pulled from the
theater costume stock.

Since many were from previous Shakespearean

productions, they were adapted to fit the character's specifications
and the Commedia style of the production.
Androcles wore a pastel, satin shi^t and knicxer length pants.
Except for the different colors, that style of costume was used by
all the male characters in the cast.

Although Androcles' costume

had the diamond-shaped patches on his shirt and pants, characteris
tic of the Commedia's Harlequin, it was also an indicacion of his
poverty.
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. Pantaloon wore a red jacket, white shirt and red knee length
pants.

His riost important costume accessory was his money pouch,

which he either carried or wore attached to his belt.
The Captain wore the same style shirt and knee length pants but
it was in a dark blue color and had gold trim and decoration on it.
His hat was large and decorated with plumage.

Just as the money belt

was an important piece of costume for Pantaloon, the sword was the
Captain's focal accessory.
Color was the essential consideration for the Levers--pastel
pink and gold were used for Isabella and Lelio.
style dress was floor length.

Isabella's Julianne

She wore no jewelry or headpiece.

Lelio

was dressed as the other men, with a shirt and knee-length pants.
The character of Prologue had the same style costume as the
other males, a shirt and knicker-length pants.
The Lion's costume started with basic leotards and tights and
was built outward from that.

A breast and back plate was constructed

from felt and covered with a layer of multicolored brown, yellow,
and black yarn.

The Lion's hood was also made from felt and a yarn

mane sewn on it.

The nylon stuffed tail supported a yarn puff at

the end of it.
Because the Lion had the greatest amount of physical activity
on the stage, special consideration was given to the costume and
actor.

The breast and back plates were loosely fitted to allow for

moveability and air circulation.

Both knee and elbow pads were added

underneath the leotard and tights for extra production from injury.
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All of the characters wore appropriately colored tights and
black rehearsal slippers.
Because of minimal laundry facilities and time, fabrics that
were durable and colors that were less likely to show wear and make
up were chosen.
Isabella, Lelio, Androcles and Prologue wore light accenting
stage make-up.

Their characters were not aged or stylized in any way

Both the Captain and Pantaloon wore half masks that were de
signed to accent foreheard and nose characteristics.
The Lion's make-up was based on the animal design drnp by
make-up artist Irene Corey.

Because the Lion's make-up was so

stylized and such a long procedure to apply, often times, it was not
removed after a performance, but only touched up for the day's second
performance.
Conclusion
As a result of extensive pre-production inquiries, contacts,
and scheduling, production problems with the tour were minimal.
The rehearsal schedule was not only a preparation for the pro
duction, but also a preparation time for rehearsing the assembly and
tearing down of the set and loading and unloading the touring van.
Each cast and crew member had a number of specific assignments
that were essential to the efficient moving from our tour site to
another and staying on an extremely tight schedule.
Even though extensive planning is important to any production,
it became evident throughout the tour that, in this case, it was
essential.

CHAPTER IV
PRE- AND POST-PRODUCTION SURVEYS
In orde^

evaluate the need am. receptivity of a Children's

Theater Tour during the school year and the audience reaction to the
souring AndrocTes and the Lion production and the work prior to the
production (the study guide), two surveys were designed and sent to
test responses.

The research design used in the forms is a one time

total enumeration of relevant populations (Bailey 1982, p. 365).
The relevant population for the first questionnaire was the
principals of fifty-five schools in the northeastern section of
worth Dakota.
The relevant population for the second questionna,re (a com
plete copy is furnished in Appendix C) was the teachers who saw the
play with their classes.
Responses in the preliminary survey of forty-one of fortyfive principals indicated that the number of assembly programs
especially designed for the elementary program ranged from one to
eighteen.

A total breakdown of this response included one school

that indicated that they only had one such program; four schools
said that they had two programs; nine schools had three; seven had
four and seven had five; two had six; one had seven; one had eight
and one had ten; two schools had thirteen and one school had

eighteen.

Five schools in the survey indicated that they had no such

programs.
Thirty-two schools, or seventy-eight percent, said they had
integrated programs where one class did a presentation for another
class.

Twenty-nine schools, or seventy-one percent, said that a

high school or community drama group Tad presented a children's
play to their elementary school.

Only fifteen schools, or thirty-

seven percent, had a one to three act children's play presented by
a traveling professional group, but thirty-five, or eighty-five per
cent, saio that they had had a production presented by a traveling
professional company.

It was noted that this last category included

lectures, magic shows, animal shows and variuus other non-dramatic
productions.
Of the schools responding, sixty-eight percent listed the in
tegrated programs as ranking first in the productions elementary
students saw.

Other productions, including the magic and animals,

were listed second (forty-two percent of the schools; and high
school and community groups were listed third (nineteen percent of
the schools).

Professional touring groups were listed last, compris

ing six percent of the schools.
When asked if they would invite a touring group to their
school, ninety percent of the principals who answered the question
responded that they would invite such a touring group to their
school.

Seventy-one of those same respondents said that there were

some funds in their budget to support such a group.

It must be

noted that a high percent of those same principals who answered
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that there would be funds available for such a tour, also hand wrote
on the survey that such funds would have to be budgeted into the
curriculum as early as a year prior to such a tour.
The second survey was in four different parts:

(1) a summary

profile of the teachers; (2) the description of the audience ques
tions and the responses; (3) response to the production; arid (4) a
summation of response to the study guide questions.
,i

Profile of Teachers
Of the one hundred teachers surveyed, eighteen percent were
male and eighty-two percent were female, with a mean age of 34.6.
Eighty-seven percent of this group have a bachelor'^ degree and nine
percent hold master's degrees.
jor

The majority of teachers have a ma

n Elementary Education; there was no outstanding area of speci

alization for minor degrees.

Ninety percent of the teachers responded

to the item concerning a theater background, with nine percent answeri-g in the affirmative, and eighty-one percent in the negative.
Sevent: three of the one hundred teachers have had no background in
creative dramatics, twelve had some training, and fifteen did not
answer the question.
Profile of Audience
Eight schools were included in the touring schedule and a
total of 2,746 students saw the production..

A breakdown of these

schools follows, according to town, school and grades attending-

.■
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Carrington--- Grades 1 through 4— 285
devils Lake
(Prairie View)— 1 through 6--400
(Sweetwater)---- 1through 6— 430
Rugby-----------------1through 3— 200
Bottineau-------------1through 4— 300
Langdon------------- -K through 7— 425
Grand Forks
(Kelly)--------- 2 and 3------ 340
(Eielson)------- 3 through 6— 366
The question concerning the number of product ions in the la it
two years seen by these audiences had the highest number of missing
variables in the whole survey, fifty-five percent.

Of the remaining

fjrty-five answers, nine responded that they had attended one per
formance, fifteen had attended two performances, ten had attended
three, eight attended four, one was at five performances and two had
seen six.

A complete breakdown of the Response to Production section

of the survey appears in Appendix D.
One of the more surprising statistics of the survey-was that
the level of responses was one hundred percent.

Every teacher re

ceiving a survey returned a completed instrument, providing an un
usually high return for a mail survey.
Ninety-six percent of the teachers believed that the play
Androcles and the Lion was a contribution to their students' learn
ing experience and ninety-seven percent believed that the play was
beneficial to their students.
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The classroom time that the play consumed was deemed valuable.
The appropriateness of the production for the students' age level
received ninety-four percent approval and ninety-seven percent of
the teachers felt that the time used would also encourage the stu
dents' interest in a new area, theater.
Ninety-four percent of the faculty supported and would provide
classroom time for similar activities; ninety-four percent thought
that other members of the school faculty considered the play bene
ficial.

A high percentage of the faculty (eighty-six percent) ans-

swered that school administrators believed the time taken up by this
production WuS well spent; however, only fifteen percent thought
that the school would be willing to provide financial support for
future productions.

Seventy-seven percent of the faculty felt that

the student's parents would find the production and related ac*

tivities valuable but only twenty-nine percent, felt that the community
would be willing to provide financial support for similar produc
tions in the future.
The Study Guide
Eighty-eight percent of the teachers surveyed received a study
guide and seventy-four percent used the guide as a plan outline for
classroom activities.
As witn the survey of the audience response, statements regard
ing the study guide were set up on a scale of five answers.

State

ments with a negative value minimize the tendency of some respondents
to develop a pattern in their responses.

A complete breakdown of

the study guide responses appears in Appendix E.
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Sixty-seven percent of the teachers disagreed that the study
guide was of little value to the student and sixty-one percent dis
agreed that the play was less valuable without the guide.

Seventy-

four percent answered that the study guide made the play easier for
the students to understand: fifty-five percent of the teacners felt
the pre-production activities and discussions facilitated the stu
dents' understanding of the theater production and fift^-two percent
agreed post-production activities and discussion facilitated the
students' understanding of the production they had just watched.
Conclusion
The unusually high return of the surveys in both studies pro
vided a better than average portrait of the principals' and teachers'
responses.

Significant responses should be noted.

Both surveys indicate that specifically designed elementary
theater productions are rarely available for the students.
Ninety percent of the elementary school principals would be
willing to invite a touring production, depending on existing bud
gets.

A low percentage, fifteen percent, of the teachers surveyed

felt that their administration would be willing to provide financial
support for future productions.

This discrepancy could be a result

of the limited voice the teacher has in the planning of their stu
dents's extracurricular activities and the budgets that are drawn
up for such activities.*
A high percentage, ninety-six percent, of tne teachers felt
that Androcles anu the Lion was a contribution to their students'
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learning experience and that the study guide provided strong pre~ and
post-production activities.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
In looking at the surveys and the touring production of
Androcles and the Lion, it can be concluded that a well-ceveloped
and carefully planned projuction, catering to a specific child
audience, would be reUeive^ and encouraged by students, faculty and
administration.

The faculty whose classes witnessed the production

indicated that such an activity would encourage future interest in
’
.•
•.
'
.*
•• •
.
.
dramatic endeavors on the part of their students.
It must be remembered, however, that even though the teachers
may have a positive perception of the theater's impact on their stu
dents, such <n attitude can not be tested by the design of this par
ticular study.

To do so, an audience study would have to be de

signed and administered and then, because of the age of the par
ticipants, results would be hard to accurately compile.
What is important to realize, though, is that there is a
strong need for such elementary dramatic activities and that that
need is not sufficiently being filled by schools, communities, col
leges, or the state.

Perhaps, further studies could help educate

the school personnel and the public.

Other touring theater pro

ductions designed for younger and older age groups could be imple
mented and an intensive program on the part of the school and the
state could be incorporated into the curriculum
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As was shown with the Androcles and the Lion tour, such a pro
duction can be staged and toured to a large total audience with mini
mum set, technical equipment, cast and crew.
Finally, two thousand lives were affected in some way by
Androcles and the Lion, which took a comparatively short time to pro
duce considering Ihe numbers it reached.

One can only hope that that

effect was a memorable one and that it will nourish a creative seed
in those audience members.

j* p

APPENDIX A

!.

What is the total enrollment of your elementary school?
(Grades 1-6)

2.

Approximately how many assembly programs are presented in the
school year just for the elementary students?

3.

Please check the following types of theatre presented to your
grade school in the 1977-78 school year.
Intepurade Programs

(one class doing a presen
tation for other classes)

B.

Children's Play

(done by a high school or
community drama group)

__C.

Children's Play

(full 1 to 3 act production
done by a traveling pro
fessional )

Other Productions

(done by a traveling professional group, but tnis
would include lectures,
magic shows, animal shows,
etc.)

__ A.

D.

4.

Of the four above categories, please rank which activity was done
most often in your school. (Example: 1-A, 2-C)

5.

If there were a Children's Theatre touring group in this state
during the school year, would you invite it to appear at your
school?

6.

Would the'-e be funds in your budget to support a group such as the
above?

APPENDIX B
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ANDROCLES AND THE LION
Study Guide
Introduction
UND Theatre Arts is presenting Aurand Harris' Androcles and
the Lion. In order to enhance the experience of the play for both
you and "your students, we have prepared this study guide. Hope
fully you will find the information helpful in providing activities
for your class.
The study guide is divided into four sections. The first
section is a program for our production. The second section is an
outline of the plot or story of the play. The third section is
historical information concerning the style and format upon which
the play is based. The fourth section is suggested activities vou
can use in the classroom before or after the play.
PROGRAM
Di rector
Assistant Director
Set Design
Costume Design

Paula Lindekugel
Lana Tokko
Loren Peterson
Sandy Hill
CAST

Androcles
Lion
Pantalone
Captain
Lelio
Isabella
Prologue

Beth Woolsey
Joni Buresh
Daniel Strong
David Groethe
Clay Schanilec
Jolene Brown
Lana Tokko

Plot Summary
The olay opens with a young Commedia dell 'arte actress, who
welcomes the audience. She explains that the actors are a group of
strolling players who have come to perform Androcles and the Lion.
Next, the actors come out and are introduced "by the youno actress
who points out. their most prominent traits. So actually, Androcles
and the Lion is a play within a play.
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Androcles, the slave of a miserly Roman merchant, wants to be a
free man, but he doesn't get much time to think about it for he is
forced to do the bidding for Pantalone, his master and his niece,
Isabella. One day while Androcles is rushing to obey his master, he
discovers that Isabella is in love with a young man named Lelio.
Androcles watches as Lelio asks for Isabella's hand in marriaoe and
her dowry of gold. Upon finding out about the lovers, Pantalone is
outraged by the thought of giving Isabella her dowry, which he had
begun to think of as his own. He refuses to let the lovers marry and
hires the captain to assure that they don't.
Discovering that Isabella is being kept a prisoner, Androcles
cleverly tricks the Captain so that she may escape with Lelio.
Elated with success, the lovers run into the woods forgetting the gold.
Androcles tries to follow the young lovers to give them their gold,
but soon he finds that not only is he lost, but he is- a runawav slave.
The punishment for a runaway slave, as he remembers, is to be thrown
into the arena and eaten by a wild beast. Punning into a cave to hide
from the Captain and Pantalone, who are chasing him, Androcles finds
himself face to face with a Lion.
The two begin to wrestle and just as Androcles is about to be
clawed, the Lion gets a thorn stuck in his paw. Androcles starts to
run away, but when he hears the painful sobbing of the Lion, he
realizes that he should stay and help the injured animal. Fearfully,
he approaches the Lion and tentatively tries to help. The Lion
realizes that the human means no harm and allows Androcles to remove
the thorn.
Androcles and the Lion become nood friends and to show his
gratitude, the Lion goes to find food for the hungry slave. While he
is gone, the Captain and Pantalone capture Androcles and drag him
back to Rome.
For punishment as a runaway slave, Androcles is thrown into the
arena to be devoured by a wild beast. He waits in terror as the beast
is released, but just as the Lion is about to strike, he recocnizes the
slave and the two dance for joy. The story ends as the Emperor de
crees the following: Androcles and the Lion are set free, Isabella and
Lelio are allowed to marry, Pantalone must pay twenty pieces of gold
to Androcles and is ordered to give Isabella her dowry. The Caotain
is sent to fight in a far away land where only the bravest survive.
Background Information on the Commedja dell'arte
Historians do not know when the Conmedia dell'arte (comedy of
professional players) came into being. The first clear records of it
are found in Italy soon after 1550, but it may have existed lono before
that. By 1600 it had spread throughout Eurooe and remained a nonular
form of entertainment until 1750,
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The two fundamental characteristics of Commedia dell'arte
were improvisation and stock characters: The actors worked from a
plot outline on the basis of which they improvised dialogue and
action. Each performer chose a character and for the rest of his
career he played the same role with its fixed traits and costume.
Consequently, most of the actors stored up lines and action which
they repeated frequently. On the other hand, no actor was sure what
the others would say and do, so lie had to concentrate on the unfold
ing actions. Because of this, the performance created the impression
of spontaniety.
Every troupe had its own se- of fixed characters, each with a
name and traits that set them off from similar character^ in other
troupes. Even so, the same character types tended to be repeated
from troupe to troupe. The Commedia dell'arte characters that are
in the play Androcles and the Lion are:
Isabella and Lelio--The young lovers served as a norm against which
the peculiarities of the other characters were seen. They
were handsome, witty, well-educated and were dressed in
fashionable garments of the day.
Pantalone— The miserly and cruel old merchant usually created the
conflict in the plays by keeping the young lovers apart. His
costume was typically red and black.
Capitano--He was a braggart and coward who boasted of his gre't
prowess in love and battle, only to be discredited in both.
Ha was frequently shown as an unwelcome suitor to tne young
female lover. The defeat of his plans was often a high point
of the comedy.
The servant, or zanni--(in our play Androcles). This was the most
varied of all the Commedia dell'arte characters. He ranged
from male to female and from clever to witty to stupid. In
our play he is shown as a kind-hearted, honest young slave.
The Commedia dell'arte troupes were noted for the use of masks.
These masks served to exaggerate the traits of the characters they
portrayed. In Androcles and the Lion only the Captain and Pantalone
will wear masks.
The troupes averaged ten to twelve members, of which the most
respected of the group served as leader. It was his responsibility
to explain the characters, clarify the action and acquire the needed
properties. The companies were organized on a sharing plan, under
which the members assumed financial risk and divided the profit.
They traveled constantly and at each new town they had to petition
for the right to perform, a favor not always granted. They remained
at each town for as long as they could be supported. Usually they
hired large rooms in which to play, but they were equally at home on
improvised outdoor stages and on indoor court stages. When per
spective settings were available, they were used, but the actors
could perform just as easily with no scenery at all. Adaptability
was one key to their success.
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Commedia dell'arte remained popular throughout Europe for two
hundred years. Then it bogan to blend and intertwine with other
styles of acting, so that the true style of Commedia dell'arte had
dissolved by 1750. Even though the Commedia does not exist today
as it was, its influence can be seen in the widespread use of im
provisation, both as a teaching tool and as a theatrical concept.
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Classroom Activities
The following activities can be used individually or in a sequentual order. We hope that by using one or more of the suggestions,
the teacher can maximize the experience of the play for the students.
Before the Play
1.

Talk with the class about what makes up a play. Discuss theatr' •
cal terms such as: set, props, costumes, actors, blocking,
directors, etc.

2.

Discuss how a live theatre performance is different from tele
vision or movies.

3.

Define Commedia dell’arte for the children. Discuss the stock
characters that are in this play and what they represent, let
the class improvise situations using these character types.

4.

Pantalone

Servant

Captain

Young Lovers

Tell your class the story of Androcles and the Lion. Most chil
dren like to be able to identify the characters they see on
stage. Discuss the plot with the class. Let them speculate on
what the set and costumes will look like. Let the children act
out the parts of the story.
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5.

Discuss Improvisation. What it is and what it involves. Give
the children situations and let them experience improvisation
for themselves.
a.
b.
c.

o.
e.

A boy or girl thinks that he/she is the greatest at every
thing and someone must try to convince he/she that everyone
is equal.
There is a new boy or girl at school. He/she doesn't know
anyone and is very shy. How do the children react to the
new person in the class?
Let the children pretend to be lions. Talk about how lions
move, what kinds of sounds they make, and what they like to
do. Point out to the children when they do something es
pecially good. Talk about why it is good.
Let the children pretend that they are carrying a bag of
gold and want everyone to know how lucky they are. How
heavy is it, how would they carry it?
Now let the children pretend that they have a bag of gold,
but they don't want anyone to know. Now how would they
carry the gold, how would they walk, and what kinds of ex
pressions would they have on their faces?

After the Play
o
1.

Have the children discuss the following:
a.

b.
c.

What are the emotions found within the play? i.e., love,
greed, courage, false courage, and how they are both good
and bad. Have the children create improvisations based on
these emotions.
What is freedom? What does it mean to bo free? In what
ways are we free? How are we not free? What is a slave?
Have the children create an improvisation about a slave.
What is friendship? Why do we need friends? How are you
a good friend? Have the children improvise a scene about
being friends?

2.

Talk with the class about their favorite parts of Androcles and
the Lion. Let them re-enact scenes from Jihe play taking on the
roles they choose.

3.

With any available materials have the children make their own
Commedia dell'arte masks. Have the masks show a distinct emo
tion or characteristic such as: ‘ ha-ppy, angry, greed, etc.
These masks may be used to re-enact the play.

4.

Have the class draw their favorite moments in the play.
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Please feel free to ask any questions or contribute any com
ments. It is only through your help and cooperation that our future
productions become increasingly helpful to your teaching.
Thank you,

Lana Tokko

APPENDIX C
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ANDROCLES AND THE.LION
Survey Instrument
We are interested in your opinions of the following statements.
Please respond by circling whether you Strongly Agree (SA)
Disagree (D)

Agree (A)

Strongly Disagree (SD) or are neutral (N) toward that

statement.
1.

This play was a cqntribution to

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA'

A

N

D

SD

3A

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

my students' learning experience.
2.

The play was beneficial to my
students.

3.

This play was geared to the
level of my students.

4.

My students showed little
interest towards the play.

5.

My students learned about the
play production process because
of this experience.

6.

This production will encourage

■h".’.

student's interest in other plays.
7.

My students enjoyed this play

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

very much.
0.

This play was appropriate for my
students.
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9.

There are other plays that would

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SO

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

have been more appropriate for
the grade level of my students.
10.

Plays like this consume valuable
classroom time.

11.

Members of this community would
provide financial support for a
similar production in the future.

12.

Other members of this school's
faculty considered the play
beneficial to the students.

13.

The school's administration feels
that the time taken up by this
production was well spent.

14.

This school would be willing to
provide financial support for
future productions.

15.

I would support and provide class
room time for similar activities

}

involved with future productions.
16.

The parents of my students

SA

A

N

D

SD

would find this production
and related activities valu
able.
•k ic-k -k -k k i ,- k - k - k it ir-k -k -k ic" k ir -k -k ic ■kir’k ’k 'k k ic k - k 'k ^ 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k x 'k 'k 'k 'k 'k -k -k -k 'k 'k lc'k -k -k 'k -k 'k -k ic'k 'k 'k jc’k 'k -k 'k 'k ’k'k'k-
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Now we would like to know something about your personal background.
17.

Age: _____

18.

Sex: H a l e _____ Female ___ ___

19.

What is the highest degree you have obtained:
____ Bachelor's (BA-BS)
_Master1s
____ Doctor's

20.

Major/Minor Areas of Study:
Major____•_____
4>

i f .

r

Minor_________________ _
21.

Do you- have a background in Theatre Arts?

22.

If so, number of classes?

23.

Do you have a background in the study of Creative Dramatics?

24.

If so, number of classes?
Years of experience?

25.

Years of teaching experience.

*************************************************-A-*******************
We would also like to know the background of your students involved
with this production.
26.

How many students do you have in your class that attended this
production?

27.

What is the grade level of the students involved with this pro
duction you are teaching.
K-l-2-3-4-5-6

(Circle as many as are appropriate)
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20.

To the best of your knowledge, how many dramatic productions
have been presented in your school in the last two years
{other than presented by your local drama club or department)?

29.

bid you receive, the study guide?

_____Yes

_____ No

30.

If yes, did you use the study guide?_____ Yes

_____ No

If yes, respond to the following statements as done previously.
31.

The study guide was of little

N

SA

D

SD

■value to my students.
32.

The production of the play would

SD

SA

have been of considerably less
value to my students without the
study guide.
33.

My students would have learned as

SA

A

SD

SA

A

SD

SA

A

SD

SA

A

SD

SA

A

SD

much from the play without the
use of the study guide.
34.

My students showed little interest
in the study guide activities.

35.

The time spent using the study
guide was worthwhile.

36.

The students would have under
stood the play well without the
historical review of the play.

37.

The synopsis of the play, in the
study guide, made the play
easier for the students to
understand.

38.

SA

The pre-production activities,
presented in the

tudy guide,

facilitated my students under
standing of theatre productions.
39.

The post-production activities,
presented in the study guide,
will do little to clear up stu
dents understanding of the
production.
i

A

N

D

SD
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Response to Production
The statements called for one response from five choices:
Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree.

The

questions of the survey pertaining to the production (questions 116) are as follows with the variable breakdown in percentage.
1.

This play was a contribution to the students' learning experi
ence.

2.

6U

35%

4%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The play was beneficial to my students.
63%

34%

3%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

This play was geared to the level of my students.

4.

45%

46%

6%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

My students showed little interest towards the play.
5%

1%

Strongly Agree
5.

2%

Agree

21%
Neutral

Disagree

71%
Strongly Disagree

My students learned about the play production process because
of this experience.
10%
Strongly Agree

6.

52%

26%

Agree

Neutral

10%
Disagree

1%

Strongly Disagree

This production will encourage students interest in otser plays.
33%

|

Strongly Agret

64%
Agree

1%
Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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7.

My students enjoyed this pi ay very much.
78%
Strongly

8.

Agree

1%

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

This play was appropriate for my students.
51%
Strongly

9.

21%

Agree

43%

4%

2%

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

There are other plays that would have been more appropriate for
.

y

■" [ V \

.

* •

•• .j

’

*'•» • V

'

•

*'•

the grade level of my students.
2%
Strongly
10.

Agree

30%

14%

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Plays like this consume valuable classroom time.
3%
Strongly

1.1.

Agree

44%

1%
Agree Agree

4%
Neutral

50%

4.1%

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Members of this community would provide financial support for
a similar production in the future.
4%
Strongly Agree

12.

25%
Agree

55%
Neutral

3%
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Other members of this school's faculty considered the play
beneficial to the students.
43%
Strongly Agree

13.

51%
Agree

6%
Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The school's administration tv-els that the time taken up by
'
this production was well spent.
' -.• ;• I .
29%
{
4>%
11%
:%
1%

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

‘
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14.

This school would be willing to provide financial support for
future produc:p ons.

4'2
Strongly Agree
15.

11%
Agree

68%
Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I would support and provide classroom time for similar activities
involved with future productions.
44%

50%

5%

Strongly Agree
16.

Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
'
.
■
The parents of my students would find this production and re

lated activities valuable.
25%
Strongly Agre-;e

10%

Agree

Neutral

1%

‘

Disagree

1%

Strongly Disagree
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Questions 31 through 39 of the survey pertain to the study guide
and are as follows:
31

The study guide was of little value to my students.
5%
Strongly Agree

32.

6%
Agree

5%
Neutral

48%
Disagree

19%
Strongly Disagree

The product!o)n of the play would have been of considerable less
value to my sstudents without the study guide.
19%
Strongly Agree

33.

42%
Agree

12%
Neutral

6%
Disagree

3%
Strongly Disagree

My students would have learned as much from the play without the
use of the study guide.
3%
Strongly Agre<e

34.

Strongly Agree

Neutral

51%
Disagree

15%
Strongly Disagree

9%
Agree

11%
Neutral

53%
Disagree

7%
Strongly Disagree

The time spent using the study guide was worthwhile.
14%
Strongly Agr^e

36.

Agree

7%

My students showed little interest in the study guide activities
1%

35.

5%

53%
Agree

5%
Neutral

6%
Disagree

2%
Strongly Disagree

The students would have understood the play well without the
historical review of the play.
3%

Strongly Agree

13%

14%

Agree Neutral

44%

Disagree

5%

Strongly Disagree
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37.

The synopsis of the play, in the study guide, made the play
easier for the students to understand.
19%
Strongly Agree

38.

55%
Agree

5%
Neutral

1%
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The pre-production activities, presented in the study guide,
faci1itated my students understanding of theatre productions.

8%
Strongly Agree
39.

47%
Agree

17%
Neutral

5%
Disagree

1%
Strongly Disagree

The post-production activities, presented in the study guide,
will do little to clear up student's understanding of the production.
1%
Strongiy Agree

7%
Agree

15%

41%

11%

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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